SOURCEBOOK
Expert advice and great buys to help you get the eclectic look of Emma’s bathroom
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Q

I’d like my bathroom to have a
bit of personality. What decorative
touches can I use to add character?
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A

Using artwork to create a gallery wall like Emma’s
is an easy way to inject character. Choose the
largest wall space and opt for one big statement
piece or a collection of smaller ones. Grouped pictures
can be hung randomly or in a grid formation, but keep
some overall cohesion. For example, they could be
different sizes with similar frames, or they could be the
same size but displaying art in different colours – greens
and blues work well, as do black-and-white images in
a monochrome scheme. Even with an extractor,
condensation can build up behind glass, so don’t hang
anything too valuable. Canvas prints are a good option.
As bathrooms are usually small spaces, consider using
a bold wallpaper. Half-height tiling with wallpaper above
will look fantastic. Or pick a feature wall for impact that
isn’t overpowering. If you have a good extractor, standard
wallpaper is fine if it’s not in an area where it will get
splashed easily. Otherwise, opt for a durable vinyl design.
Large mirrors help a space look bigger, but if you hang
a mirror above the basin, ensure it isn’t wider than the
vanity unit, as this can look disproportionate. And think
about lighting regulations. As a rule, fittings near a water
source need to be rated IP44 or IP65, which means
they’re specially designed for bathrooms. Standard light
fittings can be used in areas considered ‘zone 2’ (at least
60cm from the outside of the bath, shower or basin).
Finally, small furniture items can add interest – try
an accent chair, neat side table or shelving. If you like
a homely feel, vintage pieces suit bathrooms well, or
if you prefer contemporary styles, include different
textures, such as marble shelves or a velvet stool. HB
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1 Emma’s tiles have a retro feel. For a more modern
vibe, try Art Colours Wave floor tiles, £66.30/sq metre,
Tile Flair 2 The natural wood tone of this frame would
work in most schemes. Mirror, £35, Dunelm 3 If your
room lacks natural light, opt for faux greenery. Plant and
ceramic pot, £19.99, Homesense 4 Inject colour with
towels. Vivaraise Lya bath sheet, £27.50, Printer &
Tailor 5 For a personal touch, add words to the wall.
Gold metal signage by Miss Bloom, £14.39, Maisons
du Monde 6 Choose a colour-contrasting unit for your
basin. Boundary sideboard, £499, Made
FOR STORE DETAILS SEE WHERE TO BUY PAGE
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